
AP EXAMS: STRESS MANAGEMENT TIPS

The countdown has begun. Your date wlth the test is loomirrg on Lhe horizou. Anxiety is on the rise. Tlrc
butterflies in your stomach have gone ballistic and your thinking is getting cloudy. Maybe you think you won't
be ready. Maybe you already know your stuff, but you're going into panic mode anyway. Don't freak! lt's
possible to tame that anxiety and stress before and during the test. Here are some th¡ngs you can do to
get it under control:

Trps FoR THE DAYS JUST BETORE THE EXAM
DO IESS
The best test takers do less and less as the test date approaches. Taper off your study schedule and
take it easy on yourself. You want to be relaxed and ready on the day of the test. Give yourself time off,
especially the evening before the exam. By then, if you've studied well, everything you need to know
is firmly stored in your memory banks.

BE PREPARED
Get your act together sooner rather than later. Have everything (including choice of clothing) laid out
days in advance. Most important, know where the test will be held and the easiest, quickest way to get
thére. You will gain great peace of mind if you know that all the little details-gas in the car, directions,
etc.-are firmly in your control before the day of the test.

VISIT THE TEST S¡TE
Experienoe the test site a few days in advanco. This is very helpful if you are especially anxious. lf at
all possible, find out what room your part of the alphabet is assigned to, and try to sit there for a whilê.
Better yet, bring some practice material and do at least a section or two, if not an entire practice test,
in that room. ln this situation, familiarity generates comfort and confidence.

HANDLING STRESS DURING THE TEST
KEEP MOVING
Keep moving forward instead of getting bogged down in a difficult question. You don't have to get
everything right to achieve a fine score. The best test takers skip difficult material temporarily in search
of the easier stuff. They mark the ones that require extra time and thought. This strategy buys time and
builds confidence so you can handle the tough stuff later.

WORK AT YOUR OWN PACE
Don't be thrown if other test takers seem to be working more furiously than you are. Continue to spend
your time patiently thinking through your answers; it's going to lead to better results. Don't mistake the
other people's sheer,activity as signs of progress and higher scores.

KEEP BREATHING
Conscious attention to breathing is an excellent way to manage stress while you're taking the test.
Most of the people who get into trouble during tests take shallow breaths: They breathe using only
their upper chests and shoulder muscles, and may even hold their breath for long periods of time.
Conversely, those test takers who breath deeply in a slow, relaxed manner are likely to be in better
control during the session.

STRETCH
lf you find yourself getting spaced out or burned out as you're taking the test, stop for a brief moment
and stretch. Even though you'll be pausing for a moment, it's a moment well spent. Stretching will
help to refresh you and focus your thoughts.

For more ass¡stance preparing for the Advanced Placement exams, look for,4pex LeamÍng Guldes in your high school guidance office
oe wherever books are sold. Cheok out tGplan's complete list of college admissions and test prep guides at www.slmoni?J¡'cot¡.., -


